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Idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE) is associated with widespread cortical network abnormalities on elec-
troencephalography. Resting state functional connectivity (RSFC), based on fMRI, can assess the brain's global
functional organization and its disruption in clinical conditions. We compared RSFC associated with the ‘de-
fault mode network’ (DMN) between people with IGE and healthy controls. Strength of functional connectiv-
ity within the DMN associated with seeds in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and medial prefrontal
cortices (MPFC) was compared between people with IGE and healthy controls and was correlated with sei-
zure duration, age of seizure onset and age at scan. Those with IGE showed markedly reduced functional net-
work connectivity between anterior and posterior cortical seed regions. Seizure duration positively correlates
with RSFC between parahippocampal gyri and the PCC but negatively correlates with connectivity between
the PCC and frontal lobe. The observed pattern of disruption provides evidence for integration- and
segregation-type network abnormalities and supports aberrant network organization among people with
IGE.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Idiopathic generalized epilepsy (IGE) is characterized by wide-
spread cortical hyperexcitability with myoclonic, absence or general-
ized tonic–clonic seizures [1]. People with IGE do not exhibit
abnormal brain anatomy or an identified focus of seizure activity
but rather, widespread atypical cortical activity typified by general-
ized spike-and-wave discharges and seizures. Deviant neuronal
activity stems from aberrant thalamo-cortical or cortico-cortical in-
teractions that spread throughout the brain [2]. Abnormal neuronal
activity at a distinct anatomic location that is part of a larger cortical
network may be the basis for rapid propagation of aberrant neuronal
firing that contributes to generalized seizures.

Distant neuronal assemblies that fire synchronously at very low
frequencies maintain large-scale networks throughout the brain [3].
These low-frequency oscillations are identified by spontaneous
increases in the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal on
functional MRI (fMRI) at 0.01–0.1 Hz while the brain is at “rest” or
not engaged in cognitive demands or goal-directed tasks [4]. Meta-
bolic demands of the brain during active engagement only increase
slightly over the rest condition, and several distinct regions of the
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brain are noted to decrease in activity during tasks [5–7]. These
areas, together termed the default mode network (DMN), are com-
posed of the precuneus/posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), medial pre-
frontal cortex (MPFC), lateral parietal cortex and inferior temporal
cortex and have been the focus of much investigation in recent
years [8–10]. The nodes of this network spontaneously but synchro-
nously show increases in the BOLD signal on fMRI, which give rise
to the resting state functional connectivity (RSFC) of neuronal assem-
blies that show temporal coherence [11].

The DMN is referred to as the ‘task-negative’ network because its
nodes show decreased activity during specific cognitive demands
while the ‘task-positive’ network, composed of the dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex, inferior parietal cortex and supplementary motor
area, shows increased activity in response preparation [12,13].
Though the alternating synchrony of the spontaneous activity of
these two networks suggests that they must be organized in some
manner into one well-orchestrated unit, we refer to functional inte-
gration as temporally correlated activity in distinct nodes while segre-
gation is the network of regions in which the time series of activation
is anti-correlated [14]. The organization of the integration and segre-
gation is well-preserved in healthy individuals but has been shown to
break down in some neurological populations.

Healthy individuals reliably exhibit robust, positive correlations
between regions of the DMN and negative correlations between
DMN regions and other cortical areas. Abnormal DMN functional
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connectivity occurs in several brain disorders, including Alzheimer's
disease [15], schizophrenia [16], ADHD [17], Parkinson's [18], and de-
pression [19]. Decreased functional connectivity within the DMN
has also been found in people with temporal lobe epilepsy [20].
There is conflicting evidence that people with IGE show differences
in resting state functional connectivity (RSFC). Both Luo et al. and
Song et al. demonstrated decreases in DMN integration in people
with absence and general tonic–clonic epilepsy, respectively [21,22].
However, Moeller et al. showed no differences in functional connec-
tivity in areas that deactivate the most during general spike-and-
wave discharges, including nodes of the DMN [23]. Given the
spontaneous, deviant neuronal activity that spreads throughout the
brain in people with IGE, we aim to identify abnormal regions in the
DMN and the extent to which these pathologic areas are a part of a
larger network. We predict disruptions of the default mode network
in the frontal lobes, consistent with previous studies showing
frontal lobe abnormalities in IGE [24].
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Fifteen people with IGE were recruited from the patient popula-
tion at New York University Medical Center, Comprehensive Epilepsy
Center (8 women, age range 20–48, mean age 30.13) and were age-
and sex-matched with 15 healthy control subjects recruited from
the general population (8 women, age range 21–43, mean age 29.8).
Patients met criteria for IGE and had to have a history of seizures
with no history of developmental delay or structural brain abnormal-
ities. Standard, diagnostic structural imaging studies were normal.
Electrophysiologic evaluation with interictal, and in most patients,
ictal EEG demonstrated typical generalized epileptiform spikes; pa-
tients with focal epileptiform discharges or focal slowing on EEG
were not eligible. People with IGE were classified according to the In-
ternational League Against Epilepsy (ILAE) classification as having ju-
venile myoclonic epilepsy (JME) (40%), absence seizures (40%),
unspecified myoclonic seizures (60%) or general tonic–clonic seizures
(93%) (Table 1). All people diagnosed with IGE were under medical
treatment at the time of study. All subjects gave their written in-
formed consent to participate in this study, which was approved by
the Institutional Review Board of NYU Langone School of Medicine.
Table 1
Patient characteristics.

Patient Gender Absence Myoclonic JME

1 M X X
2 F X X
3 M X X
4 F
5 F X X
6 F X
7 F
8 M X X
9 M
10 M
11 M X X
12 F X X X
13 M
14 F X X
15 F X X X

CBZ = carbamazepine, ETX = ethosuximide, CLZ = clonazepam, LEV = levetiracetam, LTG
valproic acid, and ZNG = zonisamide.

a Patients were diagnosed with IGE based on scalp EEG and presentation to a hospita
experienced staring spells that would be consistent with absence epilepsy prior to this a
which were captured on video EEG.
2.2. Data acquisition

Functional MRI data were acquired on a Siemens Allegra 3.0 T
scanner. We collected 197 contiguous echo planar imaging functional
volumes for each subject (TR=2000 ms; TE=25 ms; flip angle=90,
39 slices, matrix=64×64; FOV=192 mm; acquisition voxel size=
3×3×3 mm). All participants were instructed to lie as still as possible
with their eyes closed for the duration of the 6-min, 38-second scan. A
T1-weighted anatomical image was also acquired for spatial normali-
zation and localization using a magnetization prepared gradient echo
sequence (TR=2530 ms; TE=3.25 ms; T1=1100 ms; flip angle=7;
176 slices; FOV=256 mm).

2.3. fMRI data preprocessing

AFNI [25] was used to perform slice timing correction, motion cor-
rection, and detection and reduction of extreme time series outliers.
The first 5 volumes of each participant's scan were discarded. All
other data processing was done with FSL (FMRIB Software Library;
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk). Further processing included spatial smoothing
using a Gaussian kernel (FWHM=6mm), mean-based intensity nor-
malization (each subject's 4-D dataset was scaled by its global mean),
and temporal bandpass filtering (0.01–0.1 Hz). To control for the ef-
fects of motion, as well as normal physiologic processes such as cardi-
ac and respiratory rhythms, each participant's 4-dimensional (4-D)
preprocessed volume was regressed on 9 predictors that modeled
nuisance signals fromwhite matter, cerebrospinal fluid and the global
signal and 6 motion parameters. Correction for time series autocorre-
lation (prewhitening) was performed. Each voxel's time series was
then scaled by its standard deviation, and the volume was spatially
normalized to MNI152 standard space using linear registration.
These methods were described in detail elsewhere [26].

2.4. DMN identification with anatomically distinct regions

Spherical seed regions of interest (ROIs) with radii of 6 mm were
placed in areas consistently implicated in the DMN: the PCC (BA 31)
and MPFC (BA 10), centered at MNI coordinates x=3, y=−57,
z=26 (PCC) and x=8, y=59, z=19 (MPFC) [9]. Although there
are many distinct nodes in the DMN, these two structures were cho-
sen as seed regions because they robustly elicit DMN maps, are not
lateralized, and are distant anatomic regions that belong to a well-
Convulsion Onset age Age at
MRI

AEDs

X 4 26 TPM
X 17a 48 LTG

20 27 LEV
X 19 32 LEV
X 13 22 LEV, LTG
X 18a 21 ETX, LTG
X 13 39 LEV, LTG, RUF, TPM
X 2 27 CBZ, VPA
X 9 35 LEV
X 31 36 VPA
X 12 25 OXC, ZNG
X 15 24 CLZ, LTG
X 15 20 LEV, TPM, VPA
X 14 37 CLZ, LEV
X 10 27 TPM

= lamotrigine, OXC = oxcarbazepine, RUF = rufinamide, TPM = topiramate, VPA =

l after first general tonic–clonic convulsion. It is unclear, though possible, that they
ge of diagnosis. They did show clinical evidence of absence seizures after onset age,

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk
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characterized network [14]. The mean time series of each seed was
obtained by applying these seed ROIs to each participant's 4-D resid-
ual standard space volume and averaging across the time series of
each voxel within the ROI (see Fig. 1A). Subject-level RSFC maps of
all voxels that were positively and negatively correlated with the
seed ROI were generated by regressing each participant's 4-D residual
volume on the seeds' time series. Group level RSFC analyses were car-
ried out using an ordinary least squares model implemented in FSL,
which generated Z-score maps (“networks”) of positive and negative
RSFC for each seed. Correlation coefficients of each voxel were nor-
malized to Z-scores with Fisher's r-to-Z transformation. Maps of cor-
related networks were thresholded at Z>2.3 and were corrected for
multiple comparisons with a FDR criterion cluster level significance
of pb0.05.
2.5. Differences in DMN functional connectivity

To examine differences between positively and negatively corre-
lated networks with the seed regions, a direct voxel-wise comparison
was performed using a mixed-effects ordinary least squares model
implemented in FSL, thresholded at Z>2.3. Group difference maps
were generated using both the PCC and MPFC seeds. Individual pa-
rameter estimates for each participant were generated for degree of
correlation between the average time series in the voxels comprising
the seed and all voxels included in the group difference ROI. This was
done for each seed region and plotted with average values and stan-
dard error of the mean calculated.

Finally, to fully characterize all the brain regions showing a differ-
ence in connectivity with the abnormally integrated region elicited in
the previous analysis, a 4-mm seed was centered on the point of
maximum difference in connectivity. Using the mixed-effect ordinary
Fig. 1. Positively and negatively correlated time series with seed regions. A. Voxel-wise cor
(MPFC) indicated by the circle in green. Brain regions in orange/yellow, such as the angula
such as the supramarginal gyrus (SMG) are anti-correlated with the seed region. Time cours
AG (orange trace) and negatively correlated SMG (blue trace) are shown below. B. Red/yel
circle) in the MPFC in controls and people with IGE. Blue colors show areas that are negati
are shown in controls and people with IGE. PCC/Pr, posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus; v
frontal cortex; AG, angular gyrus; IPS, intraparietal sulcus; SMC, supplementary motor cort
least squares model, a direct voxel-wise comparison between the
people with IGE and healthy controls was performed.

2.6. Correlation analysis

The effects of seizure duration, age of seizure onset and age at time
of scan on RSFC were examined by using these measures as covariates
of positive and negative connectivity with each of the seeds. Seizure
duration is defined as the time in years from first seizure to time of
scan.With eachof thesemeasures used as regression coefficients imple-
mented in FSL's general linear model, maps were generated that show
clusters that co-vary positively and negatively with RSFC of both the
PCC andMPFC seeds. The parameter estimates between the clusters eli-
cited and seed voxels were correlated with each parameter mentioned
above to determine the correlation coefficient.

3. Results

3.1. Integrated and segregated networks with MPFC and PCC seeds

Connectivity maps for each group and for each node of the DMN
were generated. Both groups exhibited functional connectivity within
areas of the DMN. Regions exhibiting positive RSFC with the MPFC
seed in both groups included medial prefrontal cortex, extending
to the paracingulate gyrus, superior frontal gyrus, middle frontal
gyrus (superiorly and laterally), ventral ACC, precuneus/PCC, angular
gyrus extending to the lateral occipital cortex, and middle temporal
gyrus. In both groups, negative correlations were observed in the
supramarginal gyrus extending to the superior occipital cortex and
insular cortex. However, there were differences seen between the
groups on visual inspection. Healthy controls had greater negative
correlations with the planum temporale extending to the parietal
relation map in a single control subject with a seed region in medial prefrontal cortex
r gyrus (AG), are positively correlated with the seed region, and brain regions in blue,
es of the average BOLD signal from the seed region (green trace), positively correlated
low colors show brain regions that are positively correlated with the seed ROI (green
vely correlated. C. Areas positively and negatively correlated with the seed in the PCC
ACC, ventral anterior cingulate cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; MPFC, medial pre-
ex; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; and LPFC, lateral prefrontal cortex.
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operculum, the lateral edge of the thalamus on the right and areas in
the cerebellum (Fig. 1B).

Fig. 1C shows the areas positively and negatively correlated with
the seed placed in the PCC in healthy control subjects and in people
with IGE. Regions exhibiting positive RSFC with the PCC in both
healthy controls and people with IGE included proximal areas of
PCC and precuneus, angular gyrus, MPFC, ACC, paracingulate gyrus,
and inferior temporal poles extending to the middle temporal gyrus.
In both groups, negative correlations were observed in dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, insular cortex, planum polare, supramarginal
gyrus, left intraparietal sulcus and dorsal anterior cingulate extending
to the supplementary motor cortex. People with IGE failed to show
negative correlations in the precentral gyrus, extending rostrally to
the superior frontal gyrus and paracingulate gyrus, central opercular
cortex, posterior inferior temporal gyrus, antero-superior aspects of
the temporal lobe, left precentral gyrus, and cerebellum.
3.2. Direct group comparisons of RSFC

The direct comparison functional connectivity that was cluster-
based thresholded at Z>2.3 to control for false discovery rates be-
tween controls and people with IGE identified a group difference in
the integrated network between each of the seeds in the PCC and
MPFC and a cluster elicited more ventrally in the MPFC (Fig. 2).
This area is consistently shown to be integrated in the DMN, but
people with IGE lacked extensive positive RSFC in this area of the
DMN compared to healthy controls and failed to show strong posi-
tive correlations (mean r=0.07, SEM 0.02) compared to controls
(mean r=0.29, SEM 0.04). Similarly, DMN connectivity based on
the seed in the MPFC exhibited a group difference within the same
area of the prefrontal cortex. People with IGE did not reliably show
strong positive correlations between these areas (IGE group mean
r=0.22, SEM 0.03; control group mean r=0.41, SEM 0.03). Scatter
plots in both panels of Fig. 2 show the correlation values for each
participant.
Fig. 2. Group differences in functional connectivity between patients and controls. The corti
tween healthy controls and people with IGE upon direct comparison with cluster-based th
regions in the MPFC (A) and the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) (B) show differences in t
parameter estimate or correlation of the low-frequency oscillations of the BOLD signal be
plot in (A) shows that healthy controls (NC) tend to show stronger correlations in resting
cluster (red). Similarly, the scatter plot in (B) shows that NC subjects have greater RSFC be
To further examine the group differences in RSFC in prefrontal
cortex areas, we performed an additional analysis to investigate the
connectivity network of the discordant region in the prefrontal cortex
seen in warm colors in Fig. 2. A seed with a radius of 4 mmwas placed
where differences in PCC RSFC between controls and people with IGE
were maximal in the prefrontal cortex cluster at MNI coordinates−2,
44, 0 (Fig. 3). The difference from the PCC RSFC was the most robust
though the point of maximal difference elicited from the MPFC seed
was adjacent. Maps of significant group differences in RSFC were gen-
erated in the same manner as for the primary PCC and MPFC seed
analyses. The comparison map (healthy controls v. people with IGE)
thresholded at Z>2.3 and corrected for multiple comparisons
showed robust group differences in both positive and negative RSFC
between the disrupted node in the prefrontal cortex and areas
typically integrated in the DMN and segregated from the DMN. Spe-
cifically, patients did not consistently show positive correlations
with areas included in the ‘task-negative’ network, namely the dor-
sal–medial prefrontal cortex, extending from the superior frontal
gyrus to the paracingulate gyrus and ventral ACC, and the PCC/
precuneus (control group mean r=0.20, SEM=0.02 IGE group
mean r=0.01, SEM=0.02). Group differences also appeared in
areas typically negatively correlated with the DMN, in the ‘task-posi-
tive’ network. All controls showed negative correlations between the
seed in the PFC and the areas shown in blue on the group difference
map, such as the supramarginal gyrus, superior parietal lobule, and
intraparietal sulcus, while the majority of IGE patients showed posi-
tive correlations between these areas (control group r=−0.15,
SEM 0.02; IGE group r=0.02, SEM 0.01). Scatter plots show that all
healthy controls exhibit positive RSFC between the seed in the PFC
(green) and areas typically integrated in the DMN (red) while people
with IGE exhibit overall decreased or negative functional connectivity
between these areas. Similarly, the negative connectivity scatter plot
illustrates that healthy controls consistently show negative RSFC
between the seed and areas in the task-negative network (blue)
though our cohort of people with epilepsy fail to show strong segre-
gation in these areas.
cal cluster shown in red in both panels is the cluster that exhibits group differences be-
resholding at Z>2.3. Both differences between the functional connectivity of the seed
he same prefrontal cortex region (red cluster in both A and B). Scatter plots show the
tween the seed regions and the entire ROI (red) in the prefrontal cortex. The scatter
state functional connectivity (RSFC) between both the MPFC seed (green) and the PFC
tween the PCC seed (green) and PFC (red) than people with IGE.

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Group differences in functional connectivity from abnormal region in the prefrontal cortex. A. When a seed was placed in the abnormal PFC region (green), the cortical maps
of group differences upon direct comparison with cluster-based thresholding at Z>2.3 show that healthy controls exhibit greater positive RSFC than people with IGE in areas typically
included in the DMN (red areas) and greater negative RSFC in areas typically included in the ‘task-positive’ networks (blue areas). B. The scatter plot shows the degree of RSFC (the
parameter estimate) between the green seed region and all red clusters in both the healthy controls (NC) and people with IGE. C. The scatter plot shows the parameter estimate of the
green seed region and all blue clusters in NC and IGE. Yellow bars show the mean and standard error of the mean in each plot.
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3.3. Correlation analyses

When parameters such as seizure onset age, age at time of scan
and seizure duration were used as regressors with the correlation
analysis for functional connectivity of both the PCC and MPFC seeds,
only seizure duration correlated with network differences from the
Fig. 4. Functional connectivity with PCC seed regressed with seizure duration. A. Seizure dur
in the PCC (green) and clusters bilaterally in the anterior temporal lobes (yellow). The scat
tween the regions specified (R2=0.71, pb0.005). B. Seizure duration negatively varies with
tex in the frontal lobe. The scatter plot shows the relationship between seizure duration an
point on the scatter plots represents a person with IGE's RSFC between the seed and ROI an
PCC node (Fig. 4). Seizure duration was positively correlated with in-
creased RSFC between the PCC and bilateral anterior temporal lobes,
primarily in the parahippocampal cortex (R2=0.71, pb0.005).
Seizure duration was also negatively correlated with decreased RSFC
between the PCC and a cluster in the frontal cortex (R2=0.64,
pb0.005), dorsal to the cluster in the DMN that showed decreased
ation positively varies with the correlations between the average time series of the seed
ter plot shows the relationship between seizure duration and parameter estimates be-
the parameter estimates between the PCC and a cluster near the anterior cingulate cor-
d parameter estimates between the regions specified (R2=0.62, pb0.005). Each green
d their seizure duration.

image of Fig.�3
image of Fig.�4
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integration compared to controls (Fig. 4). These areas failed to show
any correlation with onset age or age at time of scan. None of the pa-
rameters used as regressors showed any differences with network in-
tegration or segregation from the MPFC seed.

4. Discussion

Using R-fMRI, we examined the integrity of the DMN at rest in
people with IGE and found abnormalities in interictal RSFC. Specifical-
ly, those with IGE have diminished RSFC between nodes of the DMN
and a cluster in the PFC, relative to healthy controls. People with
IGE exhibit both disrupted functional network integration (positive
RSFC between nodes of the DMN) and functional segregation (nega-
tive RSFC between areas of the DMN and “task-positive” regions),
supporting aberrant functional network organization in people with
IGE.

4.1. Decreased positive functional connectivity in the frontal cortex

Collectively, the participants with IGE showed abnormal function-
al connectivity within the DMN. They exhibited decreased positive
RSFC between areas in the frontal lobe and the rest of the DMN.
These areas serve various cognitive and emotional functions, includ-
ing “mentalizing” (i.e., understanding the mental states of one's self
and others) [27–29]. Patients with IGE show difficulties in social pro-
cessing similar to those exhibited by patients with frontal lobe lesions
[30], including limited self-control, suggestibility, distractibility, and
indifference to physical needs [31,32]. Such deficits may be the result
of impaired mentalizing abilities such as concept formation, abstract
reasoning, mental flexibility, cognitive speed and planning [33]. Fur-
thermore, the cluster in the frontal lobe showed abnormal segrega-
tion from regions typically considered to be part of ‘task-positive’
network including lateral parietal and occipital regions. Though the
cognitive implications of decreased segregation among these areas
would be speculative, these group differences strengthen the argu-
ment that an abnormal area in the frontal cortex is neither well inte-
grated into the default mode network nor segregated from task-
positive networks. Future studies should investigate whether the de-
creased frontal DMN RSFC observed in this study is related to these
IGE-related social-cognitive impairments.

Physiological recordings in rat models support our findings of
frontal lobe dysfunction, where aberrant firing rates and patterns
have been observed in MPFC neurons during spike-and-wave dis-
charges [34]. Source localization utilizing MEG has identified frontal
lobe localizations in people with IGE [35,36]. In people with juvenile
myoclonic epilepsy, spike-and-slow wave discharges were modeled
to the medial prefrontal region [35]. An EEG-fMRI study of a patient
with IGE revealed frontal deactivation during a generalized spike-
wave discharge [37]. These studies, together with our results, suggest
that frontal deactivations may disrupt the DMN and contribute to the
cognitive and behavioral deficits in IGE.

Differences in RSFC with the PCC that correlate with seizure dura-
tion are not limited to the MPFC and are specific to the PCC seed only.
These abnormalities extend beyond the DMN, but we address them
here because the PCC is a prominent node of the DMN. The frontal
lobe cluster that shows decreased RSFC with the PCC seed negatively
correlates with seizure duration. This suggests that the chronic effects
of seizures, epileptiform activity, and the underlying abnormalities
disrupt the functional integration between medial posterior and fron-
tal regions. fMRI studies show negative BOLD responses (NBR) in
frontal, parietal and posterior cingulate cortices during GSW dis-
charges [38]. Surprisingly, we found seizure duration significantly
correlated with increased connectivity of both parahippocampal gyri
to the PCC seed. Though frontal–thalamic circuits are implicated in
IGE, temporal lobe function may also be affected in generalized epi-
lepsies. Frontal and temporal volumes are decreased in childhood
absence epilepsy [39], and perirhinal kindling increases discharges
in a rat model of absence epilepsy [40]. Our finding of increased para-
hippocampal connectivity to the PCC seed may reflect either 1) in-
creased synchronization of these limbic regions in people with IGE,
2) a disinhibition reflecting loss of frontal inhibitory input on this cir-
cuit, or 3) other processes.

IGE-related disruption in DMN RSFC may reflect chronic disorga-
nization of the functional architecture due to neurophysiologic dys-
function (e.g., channelopathy) or intermittent disruptions to that
functional architecture that perturbs cortical networks (e.g., frequent
abnormal discharges). Differences between the RSFC of a region in the
PFC to the DMN and task-positive areas suggest that the disruptions
affect the DMN as well as extensive cortical networks. Further work
combining R-fMRI with electrophysiological recordings providing ac-
cess to high-frequency neuronal signals may help adjudicate between
these alternatives.

4.2. Limitations and future directions

In our study, healthy subjects expectedly and uniformly showed
either strong positive or negative correlations within the DMN. In
turn, people with IGE showed both a decrease and greater variability
in connectivity strength, potentially identifying a feature of the popu-
lation or a potential effect of other disease-related variables. As this
study utilized a cross-sectional sample of controls as well as patients,
it is not known whether the network differences we found mani-
fested before seizure onset, or result from seizures, medications,
spike-and-wave discharges, and other disease-related factors. Longi-
tudinal studies would confirm that seizure duration correlates with
changes in DMN RSFC over time. Future studies should use simulta-
neous EEG-fMRI to determine whether periodic epileptiform dis-
charges contribute to the observed group differences in DMN
functional connectivity. Further studies would also benefit from in-
vestigating the relationship of the specific cognitive deficits seen in
this patient population and its relation to DMN integrity.
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